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COVID-19 background

Changing global cancer landscape 



Cancer is never alone

• 1,483 epidemics in 172 countries between 2011 and 2018 
• SARS-Cov-2 (COVID-19) is 7th human CoV….more to come
• Highly kinetic and complex ecosystem(s) for all actors



Decades of neglect
• Ambiguity and confusion around who owned ‘health 

security’

• Long history of  civilian and security sector running 
on parallel tracks

• Lessons were not learnt, unlearned and/or not 
shared

• Changes in the balance of  power: 
• Decline in security sector post Butler Report (not 

for all countries*) 
• Weakness of  (global) public health (surveillance)
• Civilian science unidimensional, relied too much 

on desk epidemiology (modelling)



Preparedness & Response

Global Health Security Index is predictive of  COVID-19 response, 
but in the opposite direction. J Infection 2020 2 May (pre proof)



• Range of  civ-mil responses: highly securitized (China, S Korea*), 
through to almost pure civilian. 

• Complex pattern of  ‘lockdowns’ et al
• Extensive cross border ‘assistance’ (China-Vietnam; Pakistan-

Afghanistan) 

*Tackling COVID-19. Health, 
quarantine and economic measures of  
South Korea. Development Finance 
Bureau at Ministry of  Economy and 
Finance (MOEF)



• Responses tend to be ecosystem unique. 

• Civilian-led: few good examples. Exposed serious deficits from collection plans, 
information sharing, analysis (cause of  death), private sector consultancy (mis)using 
modelling, etc.

• Only a few people and organizations have ‘straddled’ civil-security interface* (COVID-19 is 
a national security issue)

• Confusing and contradictory (mis)information, and active disinformation

• Rapid politicization even within health and science communities

*Jim Wilson. Signal recognition during the emergence of pandemic influenza type A/H1N1: a commercial disease 
intelligence unit’s perspective. Int Natl Sec 2016 Nov 222-230
*Pat Walsh. Improving ‘Five Eyes’ health security intelligence capabilities. Int Natl Sec 2020 586 
*Rose Bernard & Richard Sullivan . The use of HUMINT in epidemics: a practical assessment. Intelligence & 
National Security 2020 Apr: 12-22



covidcancertaskforce.org/

• 46 countries (+), majority from 
LMIC

• Frontline research and clinical 
community active in care & 
research

• Comparative and national issues
• Working with many other groups: 

WHO, UNHCR, ICRC, St.Jude’s, 
AORTIC, ECCO, etc

https://covidcancertaskforce.org/


Who is really at risk in the cancer 
community?



Indirect impact of C19 response on cancer
Lockdown means ‘lockout’

researchonline.lshtm.ac.uk/id/eprint/4657274/

https://researchonline.lshtm.ac.uk/id/eprint/4657274/




Other Major Working Groups
Global qualitative survey
Aasim Yusuf, Pakistan

‘Siliver’ linings
Dorothy Lombe, Zambia

Economic impact
Michael Schlander, Germany
Raul Murillo, Columbia
Nirmala Bhoo-Pathy, Malaysia

Research Impact
Debbie Mukherji, Lebanon
Verna Vanderpuye, Ghana

C19-Cancer Intelligence
Bibliometrics etc



• Massive national economic losses, especially informal sectors (Western Asia 
$42Bn GDP losses

• Scarcity – loss of  social protection, greater competition, below poverty line





• Huge diversity in impact: one person’s silver linings is another one’s pipe dreams. 

• Funding for cancer (care, research, etc) is being cut in most places.

• Mitigation and recovery is a mess: inter-country, hospital, clinician all doing their own thing. 
Some places good leadership others not. (Pseudo) evidence is skewing behaviors. Most 
places do not understand risk and bio-mitigation

• Very little understanding of  how C19 re-shaping cancer systems (new therapeutic 
geographies) from private sector and business to social determinants of  cancer



‘Those who say it can’t be done are 
usually interrupted by others doing it’

Somewhere between idealism and fatalism


